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Nicholas Pinhey. *Wastewater Professional*, April 2013, Volume 49, No. 2, "California's First Indirect Potable Reuse Treatment Plant".


John Mayer.
Steppenwolf Theatre Company of Chicago: In Their Own Words.
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Liu, K. (2016). 人生，有時需要築牆，有時需要造橋 (Sometimes You Need to Build Walls; Sometimes, You Need to Build Bridges.) In 時間教會我們的事 (*What We Learn from Time*), Iris Chiu, June Wang & Stephi Chien (Eds.), Taipei, Taiwan: Delight Press.
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Brian Duggan “An Ancient Hound Meets the New World.” AKC Family Dog Mar/Apr 2016. (Category Winner in Dog Writers Association of American Annual Writing Contest 2016)


Brian Duggan “Horrie the Dinkum Rebel,” AKC Family Dog, Mar/Apr, 2014. (Category Finalist in 2014 DWAA Writing Competition)


Brian Duggan “Our Dogs Give Us Such Pleasure – Mrs. George Armstrong Custer,” AKC Family Dog Mar/Apr 2012
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